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Abstract

On the basis of the highly oriented ZnO nanoparticle nanoribbons as the growth seed layer (GSL) and solution growth technique, we

have synthesized vertical ZnO nanorod arrays with high density over a large area and multi-teeth brush nanostructure, respectively,

according to the density degree of the arrangement of nanoparticle nanoribbons GSL on the glass substrate. This controllable and

convenient technique opens the possibility of creating nanostructured film for industrial fabrication and may represent a facile way to get

similar structures of other compounds by using highly oriented GSL to promote the vertical arrays growth. The growth mechanism of

the formation of the ordered nanorod arrays is also discussed. The second-order nonlinear optical coefficient d31 of the vertical ZnO

nanorod arrays measured by the Maker fringes technique is 11.3 times as large as that of d36 KH2PO4 (KDP).

r 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a well-known semiconductor for its
wide bandgap (3.37 eV) and high exciton binding energy of
60meV at room temperature. As a consequence, it
possesses unique optical, acoustical, and electronic proper-
ties which stimulate wide research interest in its potential
applications [1,2]. A particularly striking recent observa-
tion is that of room-temperature lasing action in ZnO
nanorod arrays [3], highlighting the prospects that the
functional design of ZnO nanostructure in a highly
oriented and an ordered array is of crucial importance
for the development of a device in practical applications
with high performance.

Vertically ZnO nanorod arrays can be grown by vapor-
phase deposition methods on catalytically treated substrate
[3,4] or on an epitaxial substrate such as sapphire [5].
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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However, growth techniques usually expensive, the choice
of substrate restricted, complex process control and high
temperature are unfavorable for an industrialized process.
Recently, a solution-based approach was developed to
achieve highly oriented nanorod film with high surface area
on wafer, which has the advantages of mild synthetic
conditions, simple manipulation and large scale-up pro-
duction, and opens a door for future optoelectronic devices
based on ZnO nanostructure arrays [6–10]. Generally,
homogeneous nucleation of solid phases requires a higher
activation energy barrier, and therefore, hetero-nucleation
will be promoted and will be energetically more favorable
(e.g., influence of seeding on crystal growth). Conse-
quently, hetero-nucleation takes place at a lower saturation
ratio onto a substrate than in homogeneous solution. Thus
far, in this technique, the initial deposition of the growth
seed layer (GSL) on a substrate is critical for the formation
of the arrays of ZnO nanorods with high qualities [8,10].
The major problem in front of practical optoelectronic
applications is to find appropriate intermediate layer,
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Fig. 1. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) highly oriented

nanoparticle nanoribbons ZnO GSL on a glass substrate and (b) ZnO

nanorod arrays grown on the GSL.
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which is well adhered to the substrate and suitable for the
following solution growth. To our knowledge until now,
almost all the solution-based synthesis methods rely on
precoating the substrate with a ZnO nanocrystal layer as
the GSL prior to the actual solution-based synthesis [8–10].
ZnO nanocrystals were used to spin cast several times onto
a substrate and several times annealing at 150 1C is
necessary between coatings to ensure particle adhesion to
the substrate surface [8].

Recently, we have demonstrated [11] that a new 1-D
nanostructure, porous structured nanoribbons which are
self-assembled by highly oriented ZnO nanoparticles
(nanoparticle nanoribbons), was obtained upon removal
of ligand molecules from a novel ribbonlike precursor
ZnO � 0.15Zn(CH3COO)2 � 0.85H2O. In the present work,
we combine this highly oriented ZnO nanoparticle nanor-
ibbons as the GSL with the solution growth approach to
grow large-area high-density ordered arrays of aligned
ZnO nanorods. Meanwhile, a three-dimensional (3D)
multi-teeth brush nanostructure was also found under
different growth conditions. The formation of the 3D
nanostructure is helpful to further understand the mechan-
ism of nanorod arrays growth in solution phase and proves
that the highly oriented ZnO GSL are the director to grow
ZnO nanorods with orientation and position controlled on
it. The results of second-order nonlinear optical (NLO)
measurements suggest the large NLO effects of ZnO
nanorod arrays we have obtained and the potential
application as optoelectronic nanodevice.

2. Experimental

The precursor nanoribbons were synthesized as we
reported [11]. To prepare the precursor, 50mL 0.1M
Zn(CH3COO)2 � 2H2O and 50mL 0.15M NH2 �NH2 was
mixed, stirred for 30min, then was heated at 40 1C for 4 h.
After the precursor was centrifuged and dispersed in the
acetone in adequate concentration, the precursor nanor-
ibbons were then cast onto a glass substrate just once. To
obtain highly oriented ZnO GSL, the substrate was dried
and annealed at 500 1C for 3 h in air conditions. After
coating the glass substrate with ZnO nanoparticle nanor-
ibbons GSL, the vertical ZnO nanorod arrays growth was
carried out by suspending the substrate upside-down in an
open dish filled with an aqueous solution of zinc nitrate
(0.1M) and methenamine [6,8] (0.1M) at 90 1C for 3 h. The
substrate was then removed from solution, rinsed with
deionized water, and dried.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted
out on a Rigaku D/Max X-ray diffractometer with
graphite monochromated CuKa radiation (l ¼ 1:5418 Å).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded
on a JSM-6700F scanning electron microscope, working at
100KeV acceleration voltages.

The coefficient d31 of ZnO nanorod arrays with the
height of 2.60 mm can be measured independently with
the Maker fringes technique [12–14]. The calibration is the
conventional KH2PO4 (KDP) crystal. The incident funda-
mental wave 1064 nm was parallel to the rotating axis
(a-axis), which was emitted by Q-Switched Nd:YAG
nanosecond pulsed laser with repetition 10Hz. The
transmitted second-harmonic wave, 532 nm, was perpendi-
cular to the a-axis, was detected by the photomultiplier and
collected by Boxcar.
3. Results and discussion

After the acetone solution was vaporized, the substrate
was heated at 500 1C for 3 h in air condition, and then
the highly oriented ZnO GSL is formed on the substrate.
Fig. 1a is the typical XRD pattern of ZnO GSL on a glass
substrate. The 0 0 2 reflection has strongly sharpened up
which shows the c-axis of most of the ZnO nanocrystals
preferentially oriented perpendicular to the plane of the
glass substrate. The highly oriented alignment of ZnO
nanocrystals is substrate-independent and occurs on flat
surfaces regardless of the characteristics of the substrate
used. This orientation is probably due to an intrinsic
thermodynamic feature of the growth of ZnO nuclei [15].
Such a coincidental matchup along the [001] direction,
along with a strong tendency of ZnO to grow in the c

orientation, more easily leads to the following unique
vertical solution growth configuration [3].
Fig. 2 presents SEM images recorded from the ZnO

nanorods arrays growth in zinc nitrate (0.1M) and
methenamine [6,8] (0.1M) system solution at 90 1C for
3 h. Fig. 2a shows a top view of the ZnO nanorod arrays
over a large area. The magnified images of the top view are
shown in Fig. 2b and c. It is clear that well-aligned
hexagonal rod arrays with high density (2–4� 109 cm�2)
grow along the [001] direction perpendicular to the
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Fig. 2. SEM images of the arrays at different locations and magnifications. These images are representatives of the entire surface.
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substrate. Perfect hexagonal end planes and well-faceted
side surfaces of the rods are clearly identified. The
hexagonal arrangement of the aligned ZnO nanorods can
be clearly distinguished in the magnified image of a 201 side
view shown in Fig. 2d. All of the ZnO nanorods have about
the same height, of about 2.6 mm and their diameters range
between 50 and 150 nm. The [001] preferential nanorod
growth on the glass substrate is also reflected in the XRD
pattern (Fig. 1b). Only (002) peak is observed, indicating
excellent overall c-axis alignment of these nanorods arrays
over a large substrate area [9,10,15–20]. Although there
have been many attempts to achieve an orientation control
grown ZnO nanorod arrays on different substrates through
soft solution processes, their (001) XRD intensities
appeared to be fairly weak and many (hk0) peaks were
observed due to the random orientation of ZnO nanorods
[6,9,15].

An interesting 3D-long multi-teeth brush structure is
also found on the substrate area with sparse nanoparticle
nanoribbons ZnO GSL (Fig. 3), when the concentration of
growth solution was reduced to 0.025M, keeping other
experimental variables unchanged. All the ZnO nanorods
grow vertically and regularly on the GSL nanoribbons,
even on the nanoribbon splits (Fig. 3c). Almost no
nanorods were observed to grow along the ribbon lateral
direction, which is different to that of the reports via the
vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) method [21,22]. It is indicated
that the order and the regular ZnO nanorod arrays can be
growth controlled by solution conditions. From Fig. 3b
and c, at the cross junctions of nanoribbons, the nanorods
grow very well and have no difference to that of the other
area on the ribbons. The results are favorable since high-
quality ordered nanorod arrays over a large area could be
obtained with dense nanoparticle nanoribbons as the GSL
(Fig. 2).
The formation of the long multi-teeth brush nanostruc-

ture is helpful to study the growth mechanism of large-scale
ordered vertical arrays. It is clear that ZnO nanorods grow
vertically only on the region that was coated with ZnO
nanoparticle nanoribbons, no ZnO nanorods are found on
the spacing area where glass was exposed because the ZnO
GLS may lower the lattice mismatch between the deposi-
tion and the substrate [19]. The growth mechanism of
large-scale vertical arrays on GSL in a large area is
determined by the growth method of nanorods on a single
nanoparticle nanoribbon in nanoscale. Single-crystalline
ZnO nanorods synthesized always grow along the c-axis
direction regardless of the growth method [15], which
suggests that the c-axis is the fastest growth direction and
therefore that ZnO {001} is of the highest energy of the
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Fig. 3. SEM images of 3D long multi-teeth brush nanostructure at different locations and magnifications in the lower concentration growth solution.

Fig. 4. SEM image of 3D ZnO nanorods nanostructure in the higher

concentration growth solution.
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low-index surfaces. Although crystal growth in any
direction occurs at the nucleation on the surface, the
preferential direction growth along the c-axis would be
dominant on the textured ZnO nanoparticles as the crystal
growth proceeds. The competing facet’s growth is con-
strained by the fastest growth. Our XRD patterns results
(Fig. 1) of the synthesized nanorod arrays also demonstrate
that the orientation of the ZnO GSL directly determines
the orientation of the nanorods.

When the concentration of growth solution is as higher
as 0.1M, the morphology (Fig. 4) of the nanorods growth
on a single nanoparticle nanoribbon is different to that
(Fig. 3d) in lower concentration. The diffusion rate of the
growing units and the crystal growth rate at the liquid–
solid interface are relatively fast in higher concentration. In
the result, the rods growth in the lateral direction can be
found. This growth phenomenon is also found in aligned
growth of ZnO nanorods via VLS method [10,13,14]. In
fact, this microstructure growth mode has no effect on the
growth of oriented vertical nanorod arrays (Fig. 2) in
higher concentration growth solution. As the crystal
growth proceeds, the preferential growth along the c-axis
would be maintained. Along with the vertical rods growth
that is long and dense, the lateral growth is constrained by
contact between adjacent vertical rods. Based on a series of
experiments, we find that the height of the arrays and the
average size of the nanorods increase with higher
concentration growth solution or longer reaction time.
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic presentation of the measurement of the NLO efficiency, the Maker fringes of (b) d31 of vertical ZnO nanorod arrays and (c) d36 of the

KDP crystal. The solid curve represents the experimental fringes, and the dashed curve the theoretical fringes.
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According to the structure of the ZnO nanorods, which
belongs to a hexagonal, non-centrosymmetric space group
P63mc, the vertical ZnO nanorods arrays should have the
second-harmonic efficiency and the non-zero second-order
NLO efficiency. Nevertheless, the NLO properties of the
vertical nanorods arrays are scarcely explored. During the
experiment, the measurements are schematized in Fig. 5a.
The experimental Maker fringe of the coefficient d31 of
ZnO nanorods arrays is shown as the solid curve of Fig. 5b.
Similarly, the Maker fringe of d36 (KDP) is measured as
Fig. 5c.

The Maker fringe technique [12–14] is a method to
measure second-order NLO coefficients of the sample
relative to the calibration. According to the Maker fringe
theory, the transmitted second-harmonic power, P2o(y),
which depicts the Maker fringe, is given by

P2o ¼
512p2d2

cr2
PMðyÞ sin

2 c ¼ aPMðyÞ sin
2 c, (1)

c ¼
pL

2

4

l
ðn1o cos y1o � n2o cos y2oÞ, (2)

where y is the external rotating angle, d the second-
harmonic coefficient, c the light speed in the vacuum, r the
radius of the laser beam, a ¼ 512p2d2=ðcr2Þ. PM(y) is the
function of the angle y and the fundamental wave power, L

the thickness of the crystals, l the fundamental wavelength,
n1o and n2o the refractive indices at the fundamental and
harmonic waves, y1o and y2o the refractive angles,
respectively. Therefore, the magnitude of the second-order
NLO coefficient is determined, as following:

d2ijðsampleÞ

d2ijðcalibrationÞ
¼

P2oðyÞsample

P2oðyÞcalibration
. (3)

Then the NLO coefficient d31 of ZnO nanorods arrays is
calculated as 11.3 times as large as d36 of the KDP crystal.
Moreover, the dashed theoretical fitting fringes of ZnO and
KDP can be drawn with Eq. (1), respectively. It is found
that the experimental fringes agree well with the theoretical
ones.
4. Conclusions

We have successfully synthesized ZnO nanorod arrays
with high density over a large area by using highly oriented
ZnO nanoparticle nanoribbons as the GSL in an aqueous
solution. There are three advantages by using the new
GSL: (i) the ordered nanorods arrays or the 3D nanos-
tructure are obtained by controlling the density of the
arrangement of nanoparticle nanoribbons, (ii) it is just
needed to coat the precursor GSL on a substrate for one
time by controlling the precursor concentration, which is
convenient for future industrial production, (iii) the results
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of the second-order NLO measurements suggest the large
NLO effects of ZnO nanorod arrays we have obtained and
the potential application of them as optoelectronic
nanodevices. Furthermore, the formation of ZnO nanorod
arrays by using highly oriented GSL to promote the
vertical arrays growth may represent a facile way to get
similar structures of other compounds.
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